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Purpose 
 This Quick Start is to be used as a reference to understanding the files in the directory and as a quick 
introduction to setup and use the 2021 CAD template. 

A Short Overview 
 These CAD standards are the result of a collaborative effort to provide consistent graphics and efficient 
tools for Space Planning, Campus Planning, and DCM groups in AutoCAD. 
  
The 2021_CAD_Template.dwg is optimized with the following tools:  

1. Layers Organized by Groups for easy management 
2. Layouts with Title Blocks complete with the University Seal, North arrow, and graphic scale 
3. Styles for annotations (text and dimensions) that are setup for annotative scaling  

  
The template directory contains: 
 

1. 2021_CAD_Template.dwg 
2. UMass_CAD_Standards_Manual 

• Describes the setup procedure with text and photos 
• Describes the functions of the CAD template with text and photos 
• Provides an overview of the CAD Template and its development 

3. Video tutorials 
• Demonstrates the setup procedure 
• Demonstrates the functions of the CAD Template 

4. Reference files for CAD_2021.dwg 
• the UMass Seal 
• Campus_Planning.ctb 

A Short Introduction 
1. Copy the entire folder, "2021_CAD_Template" into your working directory  

a. This folder can be found on the N: Drive at the following location:                               
 N:\BIM-CAD Standards Working Group\CAD Standards Working Group\1.CAD-Standard 

2. Open the file, 2021_CAD_Template.dwg  



a. *If prompted by a, “References-Not Found Files”, click “Open the External References 
palette, and navigate to the Ref-Files Folder within the 2021_CAD_Template folder 

3. Notice: as the DWG opens, there are objects in ModelSpace, and tabs of various Layouts. 
a. *Do not delete any of these Objects as they provide structure to the template 

4. In Layer Properties Layers are organized in Group Filters: ANNO, CP, DCM, Layout, SM, Tri. 
a. *These layers are seen in ModelSpace as lines with titles in 3 columns. 

5. Annotation Layers and Styles appear in the vertical column 
a. These styles use Annotative Scaling and will not appear usable when ModelSpace is set 

to 1:1 scale 
1. *Please review the UMass_Cad_Standards_Manual and Video Tutorials to learn 

how utilize these styles and annotative scaling  
 
 

Working with the Template 
1. If creating a drawing from scratch: 

a. Begin by copying the template into your working directory and naming it appropriately 
for your project 

1. Or open the template, and Save As naming it appropriately for your project 
b. Be sure to use the appropriate Layers as you draw 

1. If new layers are necessary, create them within the appropriate Group Filter 
c. Layouts are included with standard Title Blocks 

1. Each Layout comes with two viewports, 1/4"=1’-0” and 1/8"=1’-0” 
2. Use Layers in the group filter Layout 

2. When working on an existing drawing:  
a. Begin by copying the template into your working directory and naming it appropriately 

for your project 
1. Or open the template, and Save As naming it appropriately for your project 

b. Open both the existing drawing and your renamed 2021_CAD_Template file 
c. Select objects from the existing drawing and Copy (Ctrl+c) and Paste (Ctrl+v) them into 

your template drawing 
1. Open Layer Properties 
2. In this window under the column, ‘Filters’, Right click on ‘All’, and select ‘New 

Group Filter’  
1. Give this group a name like, “Existing Drawing” 

3. Right Click on the new group filter, at the bottom of the list select Select Layers, 
Add 

1. Draw a window that encapsulates all geometry that was pasted into the 
Template’s ModelSpace 
 

*This practice organizes the layers that were copied into the template so that: you can identify 
the layers that were used to make the drawing you are now working on; you can keep these 
layers separate from the layers that come preloaded in the Template; You can navigate to these 
layers and easily turn them on or off.  
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